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The renewed CK series of inserts addresses the 
need for connector coding with the addition of 
coding pins CR K03, CR K04R and CR K04G.

Each connector is made to make coupling of inserts from 
different series impossible, by suitable key and key way. 
Inserts are also polarized against inadverted 180° mating. 
When a number of identical connectors with different functions 
are mounted close together, the coupling of a free part onto a 
non-corresponding fixed part must be be prevented in order to 
avoid possible damage and breakdown. 

The coding pins added to the renewed CK series allow 
the user to safely configure the male and female 
inserts to prevent the incorrect connection of identical 
connectors.

With various combinations of coding pins 
available, it is possible to safely install up to 4 
connectors of the same type but with different 
functions side-by-side.

CR K03 version, for connectors 3P + m

Inserting the pin in the 4 possible positions by 
rotating through 90° allows 4 different insert codings 
to be obtained.

CR K04 version, for connectors 4P + m 

2 pin versions available: yellow - red
Each pin has 2 possible specular insertion positions.
Alternate use of the pins allows 4 coding combinations to be achieved.

SUM UP
 � Connection up to 2,5 mm2

 � New RAL 7032 colour
 � Bult-in silver or gold plated contacts

CK series with optional coding pins: 
avoid incorrect connections 

(1) (2) (3) (4)

NO YES

(1) (2) (3) (4)

YES

CK



dimensions shown in mm are not binding and may be changed without notice58

CK

CK 3 and 4 poles + m 10A - 230/400V
Inserts

enclosures:
size “21.21” page:

Insulating type 339 - 348
Metallic type 349 - 363
W-TYPE for aggressive environments 512 - 518
E-Xtreme® corrosion proof 538 - 539
EMC 564 - 572
IP68 628 - 631

- can be mated with CKSH inserts

inserts, 3 poles + m inserts, 4 poles + m
screw terminal connections screw terminal connections

distinctive colour white black 
female inserts with female contacts 1) CKF 03 CKF 03 N 
male inserts with male contacts CKM 03 CKM 03 N
distinctive colour     white black 
female inserts with female contacts 1)   CKF 04 CKF 04 N 
male inserts with male contacts    CKM 04 CKM 04 N

-  inserts for wires with the following cross-sectional 
areas: 
0,75 - 2,5 mm2 - AWG 18 - 14

-  conductor stripping length: 6 mm
-  terminal screw torque: 0,5 Nm (4.4 Ib.in), for more 

information see page 20 and 21

-  inserts for wires with the following cross-sectional 
areas: 
0,75 - 2,5 mm2 - AWG 18 - 14

-  conductor stripping length: 6 mm
-  terminal screw torque: 0,5 Nm (4.4 Ib.in), for more 

information see page 20 and 21

1)  the female inserts can be mounted into the straight 
bulkhead housings CK I from the rear

description part No. part No. part No.  part No.

 SILVER PLATED CONTACTS  SILVER PLATED CONTACTS

-  characteristics according to EN 61984: 
10A 230/400V 4kV 3 
10A 400/690V 4kV 2

-   certified
-  rated voltage according to UL/CSA: 600V
-  insulation resistance: ≥ 10 GΩ
-  ambient temperature limit: -40 °C ... +100 °C
-  made of self-extinguishing thermoplastic resin UL 94V-1
-  mechanical life: ≥ 500 cycles
-  contact resistance: ≤ 2 mΩ
-  for max. current load see the connector inserts derating 

diagrams below; for more information see page 28 contacts side (front view) contacts side (front view)
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CK 04 poles connector inserts
Maximum current load derating diagram

ambient temperature (°C)
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CK 03 poles connector inserts
Maximum current load derating diagram

CR K03 
coding pins
(page 688)

CR K04R 
and CR K04G coding 

pins (page 688)

M = male insert
F = female insert
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